Spelling Lesson 30

1. seated Please be seated during the show.
2. keeps The winner keeps the prize.
3. speed A cheetah can run at a speed of about 70 miles per hour.
4. seen Have you seen Alex?
5. means My brother always says what he means.
6. clean It doesn’t take long to clean my room.
7. groan Riley let out a groan.
8. roast It took about an hour to roast the potatoes.
9. bowls We made clay bowls.
10. crow Look at that big crow.
11. owe I owe you a favor.
12. grown It seemed the corn had grown overnight.
13. dream I remember my dream from last night.
14. wheat There is wheat in my cereal.
15. peace There will be peace in the valley.
16. below He went below the ship.

Bonus: Minnesota